
Key Parameters

Economic Indicators

Greetings! 
 
World Economy – The US is seen flexing its muscle with the various trade- 
related practices that it is working on with related countries to gain from the 
unfair deals that were done earlier. The idea is to make these advantageous for 
the US firstly and we agree that if there has to be sustainable growth, US 
needs to get its act together and manage the fiscal situation in a better way 
than it is today. 
The general economic theory that world trade works on competitive advantage 
and countries should only look at it from that perspective and should forgo their 
own market sustainability and employment to ensure better scale and pricing, 
which would mean on a longer term that producing countries will be at an 
enormous advantage of a growing economy and consuming countries would 
have a huge burden of higher unemployment and a sequentially slowing 
consumption. This is the scenario of the US and many other consuming 
countries and the producing countries like China and others have had huge 
growth and advantageous position. Clearly, there is a huge gap and this needs 
to be addressed. 
The US administration, from its perspective, that way is trying to protect its 
economy from falling apart by renegotiating these FTA’s and also challenging 
this economic tenet. Fairly tough stance to take overall but, under the 
circumstances, the only way forward. The reset by the largest economy, though 
would be tough in the short term, would yield long term benefits like a better 
fiscal, economic survival, consumption will improve over time and the overall 
bearishness will be out of the window with the economy moving back to 
normalcy. 
 
Indian Economy – India has its own challenges, but the stability of a majority 
elected Govt brings in a lot of hope in terms of the reform process that can be 
attained. The major issue of the slowdown in the GDP and employment will 
most probably be addressed, which is the slowdown in the credit and so a 
slowdown in corporate investments and expansion. Credit growth should pick 
up if we have to see any reasonable GDP growth because debt fuels 40-50% of 
the corporate investments and their expansion plans. If this is brought back to 
reasonable levels then GDP, job creation and all other related economic 
parameters will be taken care of. That said a good policy should allow 1:1 debt 
to equity ratio at a broad investment level. 
 
Equity Markets – Valuations on the large-cap space are stretched to say the 
least and earnings will probably take some time to catch up. We expect some 
volatility in the next few months in the large-cap space and probably a ripple 
effect on the mid and small cap space but with limited downside. Overall the 
mid and small cap look reasonably protected on the downside and with a 2-3 
years horizon look good opportunities to invest in. 
 
Debt Markets – Major turmoil has been on the debt side for the last year or so, 
with the ILFS default and the credit squeeze in the NBFC’s, it has been difficult 
to raise capital in the market. That said the RBI in its policy meet has said 
univocally that it is monitoring the situation and will do the needful to avoid any 
systemic risks, so the overall failure of the large NBFC’s is out of the question. 
The  RBI has also mentioned that liquidity will be maintained at sufficient levels 
for the markets to operate with reasonable ease. We expect the yields should 
fall to reasonable levels over the next 2-3 quarters and this is a great 
opportunity to invest in the credit space with the elevated yields prevailing at 
this point, but with small downside risk attached with it in the meantime. 

Market Commentary

NIFTY - 11901(5.39%)

SENSEX - 39728 (4.38%)

DOLLAR- 
Rs69.50(-0.01%)

GOLD - $ 1331.40(4.36%)

OIL - $63.12(2.13%)

GDP ANNUAL GROWTH 
RATE-5.80%

INFLATION RATE-  2.80%

FOREX RESERVES - $421 Bn

GSec 10 YR 
YIELD-6.9%  (5.06%)

INTEREST RATE-5.75%

CAD - (-$16.90) Bn

SERVICES PMI- 52.00 Index  
Points

MANUFACTURING PMI-52.60 
Index Points
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Short Term- Neutral Weight
Long Term- Neutral Weight

• Change in corporate earnings and private capex 
• Change in interest rate policies, crude prices 
• Any Black swan event or shock to Global economy or local economy 

What can change our 
view

Short Term- Neutral Weight
Long Term- Over Weight

• RBI reduced the repo rate to 5.75% in its recent policy and projected inflation at 
3.7-4.5% in H2 FY19  which is within comfort zone of inflation (4+/- 2%) for RBI 
• Bond yields have softened after elections, RBI has keenly focoused on injecting 
liquidity by doing OMOs and dollar swaps 
• Volatility in credit space has increased again this month. With the spreads of quality 
papers off from thier highs, There is a right opportunity for investors in short-term. 

• Global commodity price movements. 
• Fed rate guidance and inflation gap in India. 
• Reversal in bond yields due to global events 
• Reversal in inflation data 

What can change our 
view

Short Term- Neutral Weight

Long Term- Neutral Weight
• Pause in US FED rate hikes this year could benefit Emerging economies over 
next 1 years for FPI money to come in (if the earnings support). So we maintain 
neutral stance with little positive bais. 

• US policy changes and the effects of the fiscal deficit management. 
• Any Black swan event or shock to Global economy or local economy

What can change our 
view

CURRENCY OUTLOOK

EQUITY OUTLOOK

DEBT OUTLOOK

Why

Why

Why
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• In short term markets are expected to react to any news on The trade deal 
between US & China with surprise pressures from the US President 
 
• Pick up in earnings growth, government policies, government reforms will impact 
markets in the medium to long term. Using the volatility in the market to accumalte 
quality midcap stocks is good opportunity for investors to invest for long term 
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